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Sparse Representation of GPR Traces with
Application to Signal Classification
Wenbin Shao, Abdesselam Bouzerdoum, and Son Lam Phung
Abstract
Sparse representation models a complex signal with a small number of elementary waves using
an over-complete dictionary. It has been employed for a widerange of signal and image processing
applications. In this paper, we present an adaptive sparse representation method for modeling and
classification of ground penetrating radar (GPR) signals. The proposed method decomposes each GPR
trace into elementary waves using a dynamically expanding Gabor dictionary. The sparse decomposition
is used to extract salient features for classification of GPRsignals. Experimental results on real-world
data show that the proposed sparse decomposition achieves efficient signal representation, and yields
discriminative features for pattern classification.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is often used for non-destructive geophysical testing. It probes
the subsurface area with electromagnetic waves. The characteristics of underground objects are
identified through pseudo-imaging and signal processing. GPR has become a valuable tool in
several applications, such as archaeological explorations [1], glacier and ice sheet investigation
[2, 3], detection and monitoring of below-ground biological structures [3], mineral exploration
and resource evaluation [4], building condition assessment [2], road pavement analysis [3, 5],
and landmine detection [6].
This paper addresses the problem of sparse representation (SR) of GPR signals. Sparse
representation aims to find an efficient signal decomposition by expressing a signal as a linear
combination of few signal atoms chosen from an over-complete dictionary. A related area to
sparse representation is compressed sensing (CS) theory, which affirms that sparse signals can
be reconstructed from under-sampled information [7, 8]. Both SR and CS have been employed
in numerous signal and image processing applications, suchas denoising [9], deblurring [10],
compression [11], and reconstruction [12]. For example, sparse representation was used in
hyperspectral imagery for modeling, source separation, mapping, and classification [13, 14].
Tanget al. applied SR to wideband beamforming for direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation [15];
they were able to extract the target DOAs without ambiguity.In aerospace remote sensing,
compressed sensing was employed to deblur highly incomplete m asurements [16]. For a more
comprehensive treatment of CS theory and applications, the reader is referred to [17, 18].
In radar applications, CS theory has been applied to radar imaging [19, 20, 21, 22], radar signal
processing [23], and radar design [18, 24]. Gurbuzet al. presented a CS-based data acquisition
and imaging approach for ground penetrating radar [25], andl ter they extended the CS imaging
approach to stepped-frequency GPRs [26]. Yoon and Amin applied CS to through-the-wall radar
imaging (TWRI) [27]. Qu and Yang proposed a CS migration imagingmethod for SFCW GPR
system to address the issues of strong air/ground interfacereflection and finite antenna beamwidth
[28]. Soldovieriet al. proposed a sparse minimization algorithm for GPR rebar detection [29].
Yang et al. proposed an approach for multi-view TWRI using compressed sensing [30]. Their
experimental results show that their approach, which combines image formation and fusion,
achieves better reconstruction accuracy compared to the appro ch of image formation followed
by fusion. Suksmonoet al. applied CS theory to the selection of frequency measurements for
an SFCW GPR systems [31]; they found that the CS based design canacquire data eight times
faster than the traditional SFCW GPR. Huanget al. presented a data acquisition scheme and an
imaging algorithm for ultra-wideband TWRI based on compressed sensing [32].
In sparse representation, the choice of the dictionary plays a crucial role in the signal de-
composition. Approaches for dictionary construction in spar e representation fall into two main
categories: model-based and learning-based [33]. McClure and Carin proposed a matching pur-
suits method using a wave-based dictionary for scattering data [34]. The dictionary comprises
atoms of wavefronts, resonances, and chirps. Their resultshow rapid convergence even in
the presence of high noise. However, their approach requires knowledge of the incident-pulse
shape, the resonant frequencies and chirp frequencies in advance. In this paper, we present an
adaptive dictionary construction approach for GPR signal representation, where the resonance
frequencies are unknown. In a GPR survey, particular resonance frequencies arise in wave
propagation; therefore, reflected waves from different buried objects or paths present different
electromagnetic characteristics. Furthermore, GPR signals approximately resemble the Ricker
wave (second-order derivative of Gaussian) [1, 35, 36]. Inspired by these observations, we
propose to represent the GPR signals using an adaptive Gabordictionary. Preliminary results
of the proposed adaptive signals decomposition and its application to classification of railway
ballast traces were presented in [37]. In this paper, we improve the decomposition procedure,
enrich the feature extraction approach, and present more comprehensive experimental results.
The proposed signal decomposition method is also compared to the wavelet decomposition and
K-SVD, a learning dictionary method [38].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the GPR system and the data sets used
in the experimental methods. Section III gives a brief introduction to sparse signal representation,
describes the proposed signal decomposition method, and analyzes its effectiveness in GPR signal
representation. Section IV addresses the problem of GPR signal classification using feature
extraction based on the proposed signal decomposition. Section V gives the concluding remarks.
II. GPR SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS
This section gives a brief overview of a GPR system, the GPR signals, and the data prepro-
cessing stage. It also introduces the GPR data sets used in the experimental evaluation.
A. GPR system
A GPR system consists of a transmitter (signal generator), transmitting and receiving antennas,
and a receiver (recording device) [2, 39]. To detect underground objects using GPR, the transmit-
ter generates an electromagnetic pulse. The electromagnetic wave radiates from the transmitting
antenna into the subsurface. If there is an object on the pathof e wave propagation whose
electrical properties are different from those of surrounding materials, part of the wave energy
is reflected back. The reflected energy is detected by the receiving antenna and processed by the
receiver. The receiver starts recording after a pulse has left th transmitting antenna and stops
after a certaintime windowhas elapsed. The recorded pulse sequence as a function of time is
called atrace. Successive traces displayed side by side form a pseudo-image, known asB-scan
(or time-distance record, space-time data). Figure 1 showsa GPR B-scan and a trace.
Fig. 1. GPR profile B-scan display. The vertical line on the left indicates where the trace on the right is obtained. See the
electronic edition for a color version of this figure.
In this paper all GPR data were pre-processed using several techniques, including DC com-
ponent removal, re-sampling and time shifting. DC component r moval subtracts the mean of
each trace to reduce the intrinsic interference of the system; r -sampling is to ensure sampling
rate consistency of the time-domain signals; time shiftingali ns the signal based on the peak
location of each trace.
B. Experimental data sets
Experiments in this paper were conducted on two GPR data sets: Windmill Islands data set
and Wollongong railway data set. The Windmill Islands data set was collected from the Antarctic
rocky islands [40]. It comprises GPR signals from three different surveys: Old Casey road GPR
survey, Loken Moraine GPR survey, and Wilkes GPR survey. TheOld Casey road survey was
aimed at imaging the bedrock height and examining road materials placed in previous years.
The Loken Moraine GPR survey was conducted to probe the structures related to moraines
development. The Wilkes GPR survey targeted cultural featur s for waste management. Various
GPRs were used in the surveys with different antenna frequencies. In our experiments, we used
only a subset of the data containing300 samples acquired with an antenna frequency of250 MHz.
The Wollongong railway data set was collected in our projectfor railway ballast assessment
[41]. The aim of the project was to develop an automatic and non-destructive method using
GPR for evaluating the conditions of railway ballast. The GPR surveys were conducted along an
existing railway track in Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia. The experimental track used
was parallel to several tracks that were in service. Considering the time and cost, three railtrack
sections with known ground truth were used for ballast condition assessment. Each section had
a length of2.0 m and a depth of0.55 m; the width was equivalent to the existing ballast width.
To target the most common ballast fouling conditions, threeballast types were considered: clean,
50% clay fouling, and50% coal fouling. Here, the fouling material was measured usingrelative
ballast fouling ratio. The radar antenna frequency used was800 MHz.
The entire Wollongong data set with known ground truth has three subsets based on the
antenna heightsh. The antenna heights for Set1, Set2, and Set3 were200 mm, 300 mm, and
400 mm, respectively. Set1 and Set2 were collected under dry ground conditions: sunny weather
and dry materials. Set 3 was acquired under wet conditions: cloudy weather and water-saturated
materials. A summary of the Wollongong railway data set is presented in Table I.
TABLE I
SETTINGS AND NUMBERS OF AVAILABLE TRACES IN THEWOLLONGONG RAILWAY DATA SET.
Data set Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
Settings h = 200 mm, dry h = 300 mm, dry h = 400 mm, wet
Section clean (traces) 477 478 642
Section clay (traces) 469 470 745
Section coal (traces) 436 438 705
Total traces 1382 1386 2092
III. A DAPTIVE SPARSE DECOMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the proposed adaptive sparse signal decomposition, and evaluate
its effectiveness in GPR signal representation. Before introducing the proposed adaptive GPR
signal decomposition, we first present a brief review of spare signal representation.
A. Sparse signal representation
Sparse representation expresses a signal as a linear combination of elementary waves. The
elementary waves, called atoms, are chosen from an over-complete dictionaryD ∈ RN×M , with
N < M . The sparsity of a discrete-time signalx ∈ RM is defined as the number of non-zero
elements inx. The ℓ0 pseudo-norm, denoted as‖x‖0, is usually used as a measure of sparsity.
If ‖x‖
0
= k, the vectorx is calledk-sparse. Suppose that the signals is to be modeled with a






subject tos = Dx. (1)
The combinatorial optimization problemP0 of finding a sparse solution has been shown to be
NP-hard [18, 42]. Unlike theℓ2-norm optimization, we cannot solve problemP0 directly using
convex analysis because theℓ0 “norm” is discrete and discontinuous. Therefore, in practice wo
types of algorithms are usually used: greedy methods and convex relaxation algorithms. The
greedy methods iteratively approximate the signal. At eachiteration, one atom is chosen that
maximally reduces theℓ2 norm of the residual error. The two most widely used algorithms in
this category are matching pursuit [43] and orthogonal matching pursuit [44, 45].
Convex relaxation methods replace theℓ0 “norm” by a related convex approximation. Basis
pursuit is the main technique for convex relaxation [18, 46]; it relaxes theℓ0 “norm” using the





subject tos = Dx. (2)
The convex optimization problemP1 can be solved by several software tools, such asℓ1-
magic [47] and CVX [48].
B. Adaptive sparse decomposition of GPR signals
In the proposed sparse decomposition, a GPR trace is decomposed into delayed and scaled






αigi(t− τi) + ν(t) (3)
whereαi is a scalar weight,gi(t − τi) is a Gabor atom with a time delayτi, and ν(t) is a

















i sin(2πfit) : odd function,
(4)
whereσi is the standard deviation andfi is the frequency.
In traditional sparse representation approaches, the dictionaryD is constructeda priori, then
used to solve the sparse representation problem; however, there are also techniques, such as
K-SVD, which learn the dictionary iteratively. In the proposed approach, the dictionary is
based on Gabor wavelets, but it is not completely knowna priori. First, a Gabor dictionary
is constructed using the atomsgi(t) and used to perform an initial sparse signal decomposition;
the delaysτi, (i = 1, . . . , K), are considered unknown and must be determined adaptively for
each selected atom. Furthermore, for each selected atom, the parameters,fi and σi, and the
expansion coefficientαi are optimized using a search technique.
In the following, unless stated explicitly, all processingis performed in the discrete-time
domain. Consider a GPR traces consisting ofN samples. The first step in the proposed adaptive
decomposition is to build a dictionary of Gabor atoms,G = [g1, g2, · · · , gM ] with all the
functionsgi having unit norm and delaysτi = 0. The gi parametersσi, fi, and the length of
atoms, are computed based on the GPR antenna frequency and sampling rate. This ensures that
the dictionary is adaptive to the GPR signals.
The second step is to iteratively select the atomgi∗ that has maximum cross-correlation (in









whererki(τ) is the cross-correlation function between the residual signal s̃k−1 and the Gabor
atomgi(t). The optimum parameters of the selected atomgi∗ are then determined using a search





[s̃k−1 − αi∗gi∗(t− τi∗)]
2 . (6)
Note that additional constraints can easily be incorporated into the atom selection process. For
example, in addition to cross-correlation, energy ratio can be applied to search for an atom
that fits a signal section first rather than the residual caused by imperfect fitting in previous
iterations. To cope better with the computational complexity during implementation, we propose
a hierarchical approach for finding the most appropriate atom at iteration. First, an atom is located
using the correlation coefficients on the initial over-complete dictionary, see Eq.(5). Then, a new
sub-dictionary is dynamically constructed based on the parameters of the selected atomgi∗(t) and
a second search is performed across the sub-dictionary. Next th atom with highest correlation
coefficient is chosen and its delay is computed. The adaptivedet rmination of time delay and
hierarchical search ensures that the over-complete atom dictionary is dynamically expanding.




whereΦk consists of the time-delayed Gabor atoms that have been selected up to iterationk.
Finally, the residual signal is updated for the next iteration
s̃k = s−Φkαk. (8)
This iterative procedure is repeated until a certain numberof iterations is reached or the residual




The detailed algorithm of the sparse signal decomposition is presented in Table II.
An example of the adaptive decomposition is shown in Fig. 2. The top plot shows the original
GPR trace and its approximation (dashed line) using 15 atoms; the bottom plot shows the three
atoms found in Iterations 1, 2, and 5. The atoms are illustrated with the computed time delays


























Fig. 2. An example of the proposed adaptive sparse decomposition: theoriginal GPR trace and the approximated trace after
K = 15 decomposition iterations (top plot), and the atoms found in Iterations 1, 2, and 5 (bottom plot).
C. Analysis of sparse signal decomposition
In this subsection, we analyze the efficiency of the proposedsparse decomposition for GPR
signal representation, and compare its performance to thatof discrete wavelet transform and
the dictionary learning method K-SVD. Wavelet is a well-known approach for time-frequency
decomposition. The k-SVD is a dictionary learning algorithm introduced by Aharonet al. [38].
Given a training set, the K-SVD iteratively updates the atoms in the dictionary to better fit the
training data. It has been adopted in numerous applications.
In the sparse signal decomposition, both odd and even Gabor functions were used to build
the initial dictionary. In the wavelet implementation, first the discrete wavelet transform with
Daubechies wavelets of order6 was applied to the GPR trace. The Daubechies wavelets were
chosen because of their shape similarity with the GPR trace;in [49], Daubechies wavelets were
used for feature extraction from GPR signals. Then, the wavelet coefficients were thresholded:
only the coefficients larger than the threshold were kept, and the other coefficients were assigned
to 0.
In the evaluation,300 traces were randomly selected for comparison from each GPR data set.
We calculated thenormalized root mean squared error(NRMSE) for each trace. The NRMSE
measure indicates the difference between the approximation signal and the original signal; it is
TABLE II
STEPS FOR SPARSE SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION.
1) Form a dictionary of atoms,G = [g1, g2, · · · , gM ] with all the functionsgi having unit
norm.
2) Initialize the iteration indexk = 1, a residual signal̃s0 = s, and an empty matrixΦ0 = ∅.
3) For thek-th iteration, compute the cross-correlationrki[τ ] of the functiongi ∈ G and the
residual signal̃sk−1.










and determine the corresponding time delayτk.
5) Calculateϕk via ϕk = gi∗ [n− τk](u[n]− u[n−N ]), whereu[n] is the unit step function.
6) Form the updated matrixΦk by adding columnϕk:
Φk = [Φk−1,ϕk] .





Note that Eq. (11) updates all the weights calculated from the previous iteration.
8) Update the residual signal:s̃k = s−Φkαk.




whereǫ is a selected tolerance based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Given anSNR γ, the








(si − ŝi)2/N, (13)
wheresi is the i-th element of the original signals, ŝ is the signal approximation, andσs is the
standard deviation ofs.
Figure 3 presents the NRMSE as a function of the number of expansion coefficients of the
sparse representation. The adaptive sparse decompositionhas a more consistent performance
than the discrete wavelet transform or K-SVD. The proposed mthod requires only six or eight
expansion coefficients to reach an NRMSE of 0.10 on both data sets. Furthermore, it has the
lowest NRMSE on the Windmill Islands data set, see Fig. 3(a). Bycontrast, the discrete wavelet
transform requires 15 coefficients to reach an NRMSE of 0.10 onthe Windmill islands data set
(Fig. 3(a)), and it does not reach the same NRMSE level on the Wollongong data set (Fig. 3(b)).
The K-SVD method achieves the lowest NRMSE on the Wollongong railway data set, but it has
the worst performance on the Windmill Islands data set (Fig.3(a)). Tables III and IV present
the NRMSE values for eighteen expansion coefficients.




















K−SVD with OMP recovery
(a) Windmill Islands data set





















K−SVD with OMP recovery
(b) Wollongong railway data set
Fig. 3. Overall NRMSE of sparse signal decomposition, discrete wavelet processing and K-SVD with OMP recovery on two
data sets.
TABLE III
NRMSE OF SPARSE SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION, DISCRETE WAVELET PROCESSING ANDK-SVD WITH OMP RECOVERY ON
WINDMILL ISLANDS DATA SET.
Number of Sparse signal Discrete wavelet K-SVD with
expansion coefficients decomposition transform OMP recovery
6 0.10 0.27 0.29
10 0.06 0.16 0.22
15 0.03 0.10 0.18
18 0.02 0.08 0.15
The experimental results indicate that the sparse decomposition represents the GPR signal
more efficiently with fewer coefficients compared to the discrete wavelet transform. Compared
TABLE IV
OVERALL NRMSE OF SPARSE SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION, DISCRETE WAVELET PROCESSING ANDK-SVD WITH OMP
RECOVERY ONWOLLONGONG RAILWAY DATA SET.
Number of Sparse signal Discrete wavelet K-SVD with
expansion coefficients decomposition transform OMP recovery
6 0.13 0.58 0.07
10 0.08 0.47 0.06
15 0.05 0.38 0.05
18 0.04 0.34 0.05
to the dictionary learning algorithm K-SVD, the proposed approach decomposes one trace into
several individual elementary waves (Fig. 4(a)); this is beneficial to subsequent analysis. The
parameters of the decomposition, such as delay, frequency and b ndwidth of each Gabor fitting


































Fig. 4. The first three atoms found using the two methods: (a) the proposed adaptive sparse decomposition, and (b) OMP
recovery using the K-SVD dictionary. The original GPR trace is shown in Fig. 2.
IV. GPR SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we present a GPR signal classification system based on the proposed sparse
representation. The system is comprised of four major stage: pre-processing, sparse signal
decomposition, feature extraction, and classification (see Fig. 5). Given a trace, the system












Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed system for GPR signal classification.
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed signal decomposition for GPR signal classification,
we apply it to evaluate railway ballast conditions using Wollongong railway data set described
in Section II-B. The aim was to classify GPR traces into different categories (clean,50% clay
fouled ballast, and50% coal fouled ballast) based on the ballast conditions. For classification,
each GPR trace is represented by a feature vector derived from the adaptive signal decomposition.
The feature vector is then used as input to a classifier. To evaluate the classifier generalization
ability, we use five-fold cross validation. In the next subsection, we explain the feature extraction
process. In Subsection IV-B, we present the results of GPR signal classification using the
extracted features. In Subsection IV-C we compare the classification performance using the
sparse decomposition with other feature extraction methods.
A. Feature extraction
A GPR signal captures the electromagnetic characteristicsof reflectors (underground objects).
The same information is contained in the parameters of the Gabor toms that are chosen to
represent the GPR signal. It is therefore logical to classify the GPR traces based on the parameters
extracted from the sparse representation.
Based on the parameters derived from the adaptive signal decomposition, we propose a
compact feature vector derived from decomposition for classification. Each trace is decomposed
into a number of atoms; a feature vector consisting of atom parameters is extracted. The GPR data
are pre-processed so that traces have the same number of sample and the same sampling rate.
Consider a GPR traces, and letK be the number of iterations in the sparse signal decomposition.
From each Gabor atom, we extract its time delayτi (i = 1, 2, . . . , K), frequencyfi, the width
parameterσi and the square of the expansion coefficientαi. Therefore, we have four sets of
parameters that can be used for classification: the time delays {τ1, τ2, . . . , τK}, the frequencies





, . . . , α2K}. Since the first iteration always extracts the wave reflected
from the surface of the ground, it is not used in the classificat on. The frequency feature vector
f is obtained by dividing the atom frequencies by the antenna frequencyfa,
f = [f2, f3, . . . , fK ]
T /fa. (14)
Theσ feature vector is obtained by normalizingσi by their mean valueσm,
σ = [σ2, σ3, . . . , σK ]
T /σm. (15)







, . . . , α2K
]T
/Om. (16)
The delay feature vectorτ is obtained by subtracting the first delay element from each subsequent
delay,
τ = [τ2 − τ1, τ3 − τ1, . . . , τK − τ1]
T . (17)
The delay vector is also normalized by dividing it by 100 scale so that the value of the feature
value corresponding to the largest delay lies close to one. At this stage, each element in every
feature set is in the order of the decomposition index. To be used for classification, all feature
vectors are sorted in descending order of the values ofα2.
B. Classification analysis
The final stage of the proposed system is classification. There are many pattern classifiers,
such as linear discriminant analysis,k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), Bayes classifier, neural networks,
and support vector machines (SVMs) [50], which could be usedto classify the extracted feature
vectors. In this paper, we choose support vector machines asthe classification tool because of
their excellent generalization performance in various practic l applications [51, 52, 53]. SVMs
are originally formulated for two-class problems. To handle multi-class classification, we use
pair-wise SVMs.
The classification rates obtained using five-fold cross validation for single feature vectors are
shown in Fig. 6. Different numbers of coefficients are evaluated for each feature set. Note that
there are three classes correspond to three ballast types: clean (Class 1),50% clay fouling (Class
2), and50% coal fouling (Class 3). The classification rate is the ratio ofthe number of correctly
classified traces to the total number of traces in the data set.






































































































Fig. 6. Classification performance on the three data sets using single feature set.
On Set 1, the feature vectorsτ andα2 have a better overall performance than the feature vectors
f andσ. When only 4 coefficients are used,τ , α2 and f are able to achieve a classification rate
above80.0%. On Set 2, the feature vectorτ performs the best; it has a classification rate of
87.2% with only 4 coefficients. When 4 to 8 coefficients are used, the feature vectorsf and
α2 achieve similar performance. On Set 3, all feature vectors give ood classification rates.
The delay feature vectorτ outperforms the others when few coefficients are used; it yields a
classification rate of94.8% with only 3 coefficients. Overall, the feature vectorsτ , f , α2 have an
overall better performance thanσ on the three data sets. Moreover, all feature vectors performs
better on Set 3. On all sets, the classification performance oan individual class is close to the
overall rate. The experimental results show that the parameters derived from the adaptive sparse
decomposition are effective in classification.
The classification performance can be improved by combiningd fferent feature vectors. Our
experiments show that, the combination of all four feature sets (τ , f , α2, σ) achieves the best
overall performance. Table V shows the classification ratesfor each ballast class and the overall
classification rates using the combined feature vector on Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3, respectively.
In the tables, the number of coefficients indicates the number of elements in one feature set.
Because the combined vector consists of four feature sets, thto al number of coefficients used
for classification is four times the number given in the table. The95% confidence interval using
the Student’st distribution is also reported when calculating the overallclassification rate [54].
TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION RATES (%) OF THE COMBINED FEATURE VECTOR ON THE THREE DATA SETS.
Number of coefficients Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
3 94.2±1.5 91.7±1.8 99.3±0.5
5 93.8±1.6 91.2±1.8 97.6±0.8
7 94.3±1.5 93.0±1.6 96.6±1.0
The results show that the classification performance is improved by combining different feature
vectors. With only 3 coefficients from each feature set, the classification rates are94.2%, 91.7%,
and99.3% on Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3, respectively. The combined featurevector is also evaluated
on the combination of Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3. The classification rates are94.5% with 3 coefficients
from each feature set and93.6% with 5 coefficients from each feature set. The experimental
results show that 3 coefficients from each feature set is sufficient for feature combination.
C. Comparison with other features
In this section, we compare the classification performance of the sparse decomposition features
with wavelet and short-time Fourier transform (STFT) features. The sparse decomposition feature
vector consists of the first three elements from each featurevectorτ , f , σ, andα2. For the wavelet
features the discrete-time wavelet transform is applied toeach pre-processed GPR trace. The
wavelet coefficients are then normalized by the mean absolute value, and the largest coefficients
are selected to form the feature vector. The STFT features arext acted from the peaks of the
spectrogram of the training data. The magnitudes of the peakspectra are normalized and arranged
in descending order to form the feature vector. All three types of feature vectors are of the same
length, i.e., they have 12 elements. The same pair-wise SVM configuration is used with all
feature vectors, and five-fold cross validation is used to compute the overall classification rates.
Table VI presents the classification rates for each data set.The sparse decomposition feature
vector achieves the highest classification rate on two data sets, and it is very close to the STFT
feature on Set 2. In summary, the sparse decomposition is very effective in signal classification.
TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RATES (%) OF SVMS WITH FEATURES EXTRACTED USING THE PROPOSED METHOD, STFT,AND
WAVELETS.
Features Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
Proposed combined feature vector94.2±1.5 91.7±1.8 99.3±0.5
STFT 87.1±2.1 92.2±1.7 99.2±0.5
Wavelet 78.1±2.7 72.3±2.9 95.6±1.1
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive sparse decompositionfor GPR signal analysis and
classification. It employs an over-complete Gabor dictionary that is dynamically refined during
the sparse decomposition. Furthermore, the proposed adaptive signal decomposition was found
to be very effective for both signal representation and classification. Compared to the discrete
wavelet transform and K-SVD, our sparse representation achieves better approximation of the
GPR traces. The features extracted from the sparse signal decomposition were found to have a
high discrimination power in GPR signal classification; they outperform features extracted from
wavelet decomposition and STFT.
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